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1. Date: Sunday, 6.5 of the 10th year of Cheon Il Guk (July 3, 2022) 

 

2. Number of Churches: 69 

 

3. Main Participants: District Leaders, Pastors, Lay President, Women's Guild President 

 

4. Number of Participants: 2,200 (390 offline, 1810 online) 

 

 
 

The Heavenly Nation of Gyeongsang not only held a special meeting at Busan Church attending True 

Parents but also held the official launch of the 40-day Special Jeongseong at several churches at the same 

time. Also, through the Cheonshimwon prayer meeting, we could share this day's meeting with the 

members and have a time of worship to launch this period of special activities officially. 

 

Remarks from Park Young-bae, Co-president of Heavenly Korea 

 

The Korea-Japan Undersea Tunnel and Peace Road have become the vision of all humanity. To realize 

True Mother's words given at Busan Church on May 23, 2021, "Park Young-bae! You must educate the 

top leaders of Korea and Japan, becoming one with Park Jong-pil of Japan Subregion 5. You must know 

that is the only way for this nation to become one as a Heavenly Unified Korea," we have repeatedly held 

Korea-Japan leader meetings every week on Friday from 9 pm and strived to educate the nations' top 

leaders. 

 

I am experiencing daily that that vision becomes a reality if we act with absolute faith in the words of 

True Mother, the Only Begotten Daughter, and Substantial Holy Spirit. The Family Federation, UPF, 

YSP, Women's Federation, and Elders group will become one centered on True Mother and, without fail, 

realize the dream of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind. 

 

The Substantial Holy Spirit has arrived at Busan Port. Heavenly Parent has heard our prayers. Thank you, 

living Heavenly Parent. We will educate inactive first and second-generation and inactive Peace 

Ambassadors and Pyeonghwa Aewon first, conveying the true love of True Parents so that the good 

residents can follow us and attend True Parents. 

 

We thank you for visiting Busan and for your grace in giving us providential words and true motherly 

love. 

 

We earnestly pray for True Mother's health and long life. 

 



 

 

 
 

Heavenly Nation of Gyeongsang 40-day Special Activities 

 

During this period of special activities for the 10th Anniversary of the Holy Ascension of Sun Myung 

Moon, the True Parent of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind, the providential organizations (Family 

Federation, UPF, YSP, Women's Federation, Elders group, etc.) of the Heavenly Nation of Gyeongsang 

will become one and offer jeongseong for the restoration of dormant second generations and inactive 

families. 

 

All organizations have made detailed action plans, setting the goals to collaborate in organic relationships. 

 

We are conducting surveys to understand the members' needs and making plans to meet those needs 

(offering jeongseong, holding Hyojeong meetings to create action plans, understanding the current status 

of inactive members, and making a list). We are making specific visits and consultations, and routine care 

is being carried out, including strategy implementation and feedback through prompt reporting of results 

(sharing exemplary cases). The activities by period are as follows, and for best results, we will improve 

the content according to the situation. 

 

 
 

Formation Period (7/4~17): Hold Hyojeong gatherings (leaders, members), jeongseong and 

reporting, visiting by the pastor and home group leader (listen, support, encourage), rapport 

formation, understanding needs 

 

Growth Period (7/18~31): Rapport formation through home church and activities to meet needs 

(home group family camp, holy ground pilgrimage) 

 

Completion Period (8/1~11): Divine Principle workshops and worship services (open worship 

and family church worship services), participation in the Holy Ascension celebration, -> settle in 

the church, and becoming a member 

 

Continuous follow-up care: Regular visitation centered on the home group leaders. 

 

 

 

  

 


